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Where Is the Library Budget Going? Using ILS Fund Codes and Reports for Fiscal Accountability

Debbi A. Smith, Collection Strategies Librarian, Adelphi University

Abstract

Our collections continue to migrate to an online environment, but often administrators outside the library are tied to fiscal concepts that do not reflect new formats and modes of access. Administrators look at electronic resource expenditures and don’t always understand that they are not just for databases but also for e-journals and e-books that can be subscribed to or owned. Fund code structures that are built into instrument landing systems (ILS) such as Innovative’s Sierra can be used to demonstrate how material budgets are expended by format and function, which can then be tied into more formal assessment and analysis of resources.

Collection Strategies in a Digital Age

Library resources continue to migrate from traditional, tangible materials to virtual, online ones. Library administrators don’t always recognize this transition when they allocate the library budget along established lines of books, journals, continuations, and for general electronic resources. Electronic resources can then be a black hole that does not differentiate among such disparate resources as e-books, e-journals, or databases, and it is not always clear what is being spent on access to resources as opposed to perpetual ownership. The fund code structure present in an ILS system can be a powerful tool to track these expenditures and demonstrate collection strategies in support of subject areas by format and function. Format migration and fiscal accountability can then be communicated by simple reports to administration.

Original Subject Fund Codes

The Adelphi University Libraries use Sierra as their ILS. The basic fund code structure is composed of a three-letter pneumonic code for a department followed by a letter indicating the format of an item. Format codes had lined up with established administration lines that invoices were paid against: Books, nonprint (audio/visual), continuations, and periodicals. The invoice line for electronic resources, however, had only one general fund code for any resource that was accessed by computer. It made sense in a time when there were few such resources, and they were usually general/multidisciplinary databases, but over time, it came to group together subject specific databases, along with resources such as e-journals and e-books, into one budget line. This made it difficult to ascertain how much money was being spent for these very different resources.

As an example, the original fund structure and hypothetical expenditures for the Art Department is shown in Chart 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>RESOURCE</th>
<th>EXPENDITURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTB</td>
<td>Books</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTN</td>
<td>Non-print/ media</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTC</td>
<td>Continuations/ standing orders</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTP</td>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 1. Art department original fund codes.

Added Fund Codes for Online Formats

New fund codes were added for e-books, e-journals, e-continuations, streaming, and subject-specific databases to document the expenditure of the library budget on subject specific e-formats. When these codes were added and applied to the relevant resources, administration was able to see the actual greater amount of library support given to the Art Department.
The funding is now seen to be $43,500, not $35,000, when e-formats are added in.

In addition, multidisciplinary databases and bundled e-journal and e-book packages used by multiple departments have general fund codes that allow tracking of expenditures on general e-resources against those that are used exclusively for one subject: GENB, GENBE, GENN, GENS, GENC, GENCE, GENP, GENPE, GENE.

**Access vs. Ownership**

Resources aside from databases that are accessed rather than owned can also be tracked with fund codes. Fund codes for our demand-driven acquisitions (DDA) program with Ebrary through Yankee Book Peddler (YBP) were added to indicate short-term loans on e-books. These loans are treated analogously to interlibrary loans in that they are temporary uses of material not being added to the collection. Thus, they are not charged to a specific department. The fund code for art, as an example, would be ARTD, allowing us to track short-term loans by subject but invoiced as a general Ebrary short-term loan. However, once a purchase is triggered, the appropriate subject e-book fund is applied to the item by Sierra like any firm-ordered e-book (i.e., a DDA-triggered art e-book purchase would get the ARTBE fund code).

**Reports by Function/Format**

Sierra reports can be run by format fund codes to analyze spending for a format by subject. Chart 4 shows a report of databases by specific subject, and Chart 5 shows a report for e-books by subject. Comparisons can then be made of the use of the budget to support different departments by particular formats and compare the use of formats among departments.

**Collection Strategy Implications**

The fund code properties of Innovative’s Sierra were applied to build a structure to track expenditures by subject and format that can be modified with the addition of new codes as modes of access and ownership evolve. The creation of new codes that reflect format developments and migrations demonstrates fiscal accountability by showing what library resources are being delivered from our university allocated budget. At the Adelphi Libraries, adding new fund codes allows us to account for such distinctions as spending for print and e-books as well as to account for spending on subject specific databases. Knowing how much we are spending on specific types of resources allows more granular assessment of their utility to the collection. Fund codes can continue to be added in the future for new disruptive formats we can’t now foresee.
Figure 2. Databases by subject.

Figure 3. E-books by subject.
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